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Bacteria are known to communicate by…

A: Producing extracellular signaling factors (small molecules, peptides..)

to regulate virulence, motility, competence, biofilm formation, sporulation…

C: Forming nanotubes, phospholipid based membrane structures for 

transferring: metabolites, proteins, DNA, mRNA, extract nutrition…

B: Forming protruding, protein based, pili, flagellins, secretion systems and 

contractile injection systems for exchange of hereditary information by 

conjugation, motility, secretion, biofilm formation…
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Our quest - to characterize NTs in B. subtilis

 Do they exist?

 What is the genetic basis of NTs?

 Can they truly function in intercellular transfer?



NTs vs Flagella
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Terminal structure of some NTs

The flyswatter



Frequency of NTs in cell populations

• In our hands – 1 NT / ~ 500 - 2 000 exponentially growing cells

• Published results – in exponentially growing culture they were 

able to observe sometimes a lot of cells with NTs



Sample preparation matters!

glass slide

agar/buffer

coverslip

bacterium Condition I Condition II



What is the killing factor? 





Nanotubes – sites of attachment



Nanotubes formation is FAST!

NTs are forming under different stress conditions – presure, antibiotics

NTs are forming only from exponentially growing cells

B. subtilis consumes its own membrane to form NTs

NTs are formed from dying cells



NTs formation time course + SYTOX green



Genetic determinants of NT formation



MS analysis of membrane fractions

Autolysines are involved in:

bacterial cell division

degradation of PG



DlytEF behaves similarly to DsigD



Proteins are in nanotubes



Can NTs transfer non-conjugative plasmids?
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Cell death in other bacteria under coverslip

E. coli



D. radiodurans

Cell death in other bacteria under coverslip



S. pneumoniae

Cell death in other bacteria under coverslip



The model



Summary

 Nanotubes exist. 

 They are a manifestation of cell death, in a step of the final

cell disintegration.

 The cell disintegration and NT formation depends on the 

genetic background, stress conditions and growth phase.

 NT formation occurs within seconds as the cell membrane

is canibalized for NT extrusion.

 NTs are not involved in DNA transfer and likely also not in 

transfer of other molecules e. g. proteins.





Membrane extensions and vesicles 

Kaplan et al. Jensen (2021) eLife, 10, art. no. e73099



1) tubes with a uniform diameter and with an internal scaffold

2 & 3) tubes with a uniform diameterbut without an internal scaffold 

4) bifurcating tubes

5) tubes with randomly-located protein complexes

6) teardrop-like extensions

7) tubes with a secretin-like complex at their tip

8) tubes with irregular diameter

9) pearling tubes

10) interconnected chains of vesicles with 14-nm connectors

11) budding vesicles

12) budding vesicles with a secretin-like complex at their tip

13) Various disconnected membrane structures 

14) nanopods in species with an inner membrane, outer 

membrane, and S-layer

15) membrane structures with a crown-like complex from lysed cells

16) purified OMVs with trapezoidal complexes. 

Membrane extensions and vesicles 



Nanotubes research
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